New business computer is value for money

Cassette-based unit

Bunbury computer shop caters for many brands

Security system for computers

In NSW, police report that computers are disappearing at the rate of 50 a month, and the WA police report a similar rise in computer hardware thefts. Tandy is one of the first to rise to the challenge and has announced a security package to protect your computer system. The company has developed a range of 24-hour protection systems for homes, offices and schools. The heart of the system is Tandy’s 24-hour telephone security monitoring, operated from Sydney. Contact Tandy for more information.

<b>Recall</b>

WordBee gives 32K of RAM to type in, which is perfect for the average 5000 words. It allows you to format the output and has complete help facilities. The help is especially valuable when you are first learning WordBee. The WordBee is a 32K RAM as the only computer that can handle the full load of programs that have been written for it. As with the word processor, the computer gives 32K for information storage. The slight price possibility of the particular software package is not a big problem, as you can always change it if you want to upgrade the machine. It is very similar to Multicopac.

In fact, if you are not afraid to be a little bit more ambitious, then the Multicopac family will be a lot more powerful and versatile than most.